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Abstract—This paper presents a contemporary review of communication architectures and topographies for MANET-connected Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems. Routing protocols for multi-hop MANETs are analyzed with a focus on the standardized Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy Networks. Various security threats and vulnerabilities in current MANET routing are described and security enhanced routing protocols and trust models presented as methodologies for supporting secure routing. Finally, the paper identifies some key research challenges in the emerging domain of MANET-IoT connectivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) and wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSAN) both play a key role in the implementation of Internet of Things (IoT) systems since they represent the interaction between today’s computational systems and the physical world. In a WSAN, both sensors and actuators control the physical environment with quantities, such as temperature, pressure, sound level and light intensity being continuously measured by devices connected to either a WSN or a WSAN. Measured data are sent by wireless communications to processing devices for analysis and requisite control data transmitted back to WSAN connected actuators. Both WSNs and WSANs are used in a myriad of application domains including environmental monitoring and location/tracking, critical industrial applications, smart grids and healthcare. WSN and WSAN communications usually involve multi-hop which mandates routing functionality of all connected devices that are not end system nodes. They are also by their nature, low-power and lossy networks (LLN), being realized according to a particular networking standard like IEEE 802.15.4 [1], ZigBee [2], Bluetooth [3], WirelessHART [4], ISA-100.11a [5] or as mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET), which are multi-hop, self-configuring networks [6], [7].

This position paper presents some new insights into emerging issues relating to routing security for MANET-connected IoT systems. The aim is to critically evaluate the suitability of existing standards and other hitherto proposed routing security solutions along with the identification of current research challenges involved in designing secure routing protocols for MANET connected IoT systems.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section II explains all the possible routing paths used in the underlying communications architecture of MANET-connected IoT systems, before Section III reviews existing routing protocols available for this architecture. Section IV examines the threats and vulnerabilities to routing for which new security solutions are required, while Section V describes some existing methodologies for implementing secure routing in MANET-connected IoT systems. Section outlines current domain research challenges with Section VI presenting some concluding comments and identifying emerging trends.

II. COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURES

The range of communication options requiring secure routing for MANET connected IoT devices are depicted in Table I. For example, an IoT device can be connected to a MANET node. It can also be a MANET node, and be either connected to an Internet node or be an actual Internet node. An IoT device connected to a MANET node or being a MANET node can communicate with IoT devices connected to the same and other MANET nodes in the same MANET or with cross-MANET over Internet connected IoT devices. A MANET connected IoT device can also communicate with IoT devices connected to Internet nodes, with IoT devices being Internet nodes with non-IoT MANET nodes, and with non-IoT Internet nodes. An IoT device connected to an Internet node or being an Internet node can communicate with IoT devices connected to MANET nodes, with IoT devices being MANET nodes, and with non-IoT MANET nodes.

Routing for IoT devices in an Internet connected MANET requires some MANET topology. The cluster topology proposed in [6] is for MANET nodes which are either IoT devices or controllers of connected IoT devices. Clusters are dynamically formed from MANET nodes within the wireless radio range, with each cluster then selecting a clusterhead (CH). MANET nodes which are not CH are cluster members with the closest CH within the radio range, while the number of CH can be different in different MANETs. Cluster members only communicate with each other and their nominated CH, which is responsible for transmitting, aggregating and in some cases, compressing data gathered from its cluster members.
### TABLE I. COMMUNICATION OPTIONS FOR MANET CONNECTED IOT DEVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Partner</th>
<th>Network Connectivity of an IoT Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device connected to a MANET node</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device which is a MANET node</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device connected to the same MANET node</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device which is the same MANET node</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device connected to another node in the same MANET</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device which is another node in the same MANET</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device connected to a node in another MANET</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An IoT device which is a node in another MANET</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A node in the same MANET</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A node in another MANET</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-IoT MANET node</td>
<td>x  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-IoT Internet node</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. ROUTING FOR IOT DEVICES CONNECTED TO MANETS

Routing for IoT nodes in MANETs and IoT devices connected to MANET nodes use MANET routing protocols. Several proposals for MANET routing protocols exist, with extensive surveys being provided in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. The IETF Routing Area Working Group on MANET [13] has proposed and evaluated Internet standards for MANET routing protocols.

IoT nodes in MANETs and IoT devices connected to MANET nodes have by definition IP connectivity with the Internet and the MANETs are typically LLNs. A proposed IPv6 connectivity standard for LLNs is the 6LoWPAN protocol [14]. The Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy Networks (RPL) has been proposed by the IETF Working Group ROLL WG [15] for LLN implementations based on 6LoWPAN. RPL is a distance vector IPv6 routing protocol. Routing paths consist of LLNs nodes organized as a set of destination oriented directed acyclic graphs (DODAGs). A DODAG typically consist of IoT nodes and a sink node which collects data from the IoT nodes. A typical networking architecture for LLN connected IoT devices is shown in Fig. 1. A backbone router interfaces RPL or other LLN routing with Internet routing when a LLN connected IoT device communicates with an Internet host or with some other IoT device than a device in the same LLN. [16]

MANET routing protocols are typically classified into proactive (table driven), reactive (on demand), and hybrid routing protocols. This classification is based on how mobile nodes acquire and maintain routing information. In a proactive protocol each mobile node maintains consistent and up-to-date routing information from each network node to all other network nodes. A reactive routing protocol establishes at least one available route but only when a route is needed. A hybrid routing protocol attempts to combine the advantages of both proactive and reactive routing approaches [9], [10], [17], [18].

MANET routing protocols have also been classified into uniform and non-uniform protocols. This classification is based on the roles of mobile network node in routing. All nodes have the same role, importance, and functionality in a uniform routing protocol, which is either proactive or reactive. Some mobile network nodes apply distinct management functions and/or routing schemes in a non-uniform routing protocol for which different classification schemes have been proposed as in [8] and [10].

![Network Architecture for LLN Connected IoT Devices](image-url)
A mobility based routing protocol for cognitive radio enabled MANETs (CRMBR) has recently been designed to work with IoT devices. CRMBR has been comparatively evaluated with the established routing protocols AODV and DRS, by simulation experiments on an OPNET platform [20]. Throughput results for CRMBR are shown to be higher than AODV and comparable to DSR, while corresponding end-to-end delay analysis confirms CRMBR is significantly shorter than for DRS and even shorter than for AODV. Crucially however, security features for CRMBR are neither critically analyzed nor evaluated. [21]

IV. Threats and Vulnerabilities to Routing in MANETs

Security threats against routing in MANETs are classified into either passive or active attacks [22]. The purpose of a passive attack is usually to eavesdrop on routing communication and to retrieve information from monitored data packets. In a passive attack a malicious network node tries to identify communication parties and the contents of their communication. This can open up possibilities to launch further security attacks. The attack is passive since the normal network communication is not altered. In an active attack a malicious node tries to interrupt, disturb, and/or change the routing functionality in a MANET. Active attack examples include [23], [24], [25], [26]:

- Modification
- Impersonation
- Fabrication
- Wormhole and Blackhole
- Selfish behavior.

In [27], network routing attacks against RPL can be generally classed as those which aim to:

- Exhaust resources like energy, memory, and power.
- Disrupt the RPL network topology by, for example isolating sets of nodes.
- Disturb traffic via spoofing and deception.

A. Security Attacks against RPL and Countermeasures

An insightful review of security attacks against RPL and countermeasures is presented in [16]. Such attacks can be classified as either confidentiality and integrity attacks, or availability attacks as is shown by the examples in Table II. A malicious network node can disrupt route paths with selective forwarding of data packets. A lightweight heartbeat protocol to protect LLN connected IoT devices against selective-forwarding attacks by RPL has been implemented in [28]. Sybil attacks, malicious network nodes use multiple cloned identities of legitimate network nodes to compromise routing by making them unreachable. Cloned node identities can be detected by keeping track of the number of instances of each node identity [28]. In a wormhole attack, two malicious network nodes forward routing packets between each other in order to disrupt both routing topology and traffic flow. Authentication is one possible countermeasure such as the Merkle hash tree [29]. In a flooding attack an IoT node is overloaded with network traffic in order to exhaust its battery power. A denial-of-service attack is similar to a flooding attack and the purpose is to make the attacked network node unavailable to legitimate network traffic. A node issues a DIS (DODAG Information Solicitation) message to get the RPL topology information before joining a LLN. In a DIS attack, malicious nodes repeats sending DIS messages to neighbor LLN nodes in order to generate control overhead and eventually exhaust the battery power in the attacked nodes [27]. A proposed countermeasure is routing path validation [30]. In a blackhole attack a malicious network drops all data packets which should forwarded in routing [27]. Black nodes in a LLN can be detected by SVELTE, which is an intrusion detection system for IoT nodes, designed and implemented to detect packet dropping nodes by analyzing routing path topology [31]. In a neighbor attack a malicious LLN node disrupts routing by forwarding data packets without recording its IP in the packets to makes two network nodes that are not one hop away from each other believe that they are neighbor nodes [32]. A proposed countermeasure is routing path validation [30].

V. Methodologies to Secure Routing for IoT Devices in MANETs

Methods to secure routing for MANET-connected IoT devices have been classified into security enhanced routing protocols and trust models. These will now be briefly explored.

A. Security Enhanced Routing Protocols

Secure routing protocols for IoT systems are either originally insecure IoT routing protocols which have been extended with security measures, or protocols which have initially been designed to be secure. Security extensions of some MANET routing protocols are listed in Table III. The Confidant extension to DSR [33] and the TAODV extension to AODV [34], [35] are trust based, while all remaining security extensions in Table III are cryptographic. In [36] an experimental comparison of the cryptographic security extension SAODV and the trust based security extension TAODV to the reactive protocol AODV [37] is presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Attack Class</th>
<th>Confidentiality &amp; Integrity</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selective forwarding</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sybil attack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man-in-the-Middle</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wormhole</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial-of-Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackhole</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbour attack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several novel proposals for secure MANET routing have focused on protection against specific routing attacks such as hidden and participative wormholes. Recent algorithms for trust-based extensions to the routing protocol AODV have been proven by simulations to provide guaranteed protection against certain wormhole types [38], [39]. Interestingly, given their flexibility and lightweight nature, these wormhole detection solutions are certainly extendible to other types of cross-MANET wormholes because of the very long traversal time through the wormhole in comparison to traversal times between nodes within the same MANET.

B. Trust Models

The following recommendations for secure I2T routing protocol design have been proposed in [16]:

- Secure route establishment [40]
- Self-stabilization [41]
- Effective malicious node identification system
- Lightweight computations [41]
- Location privacy.

Identification/rejection of malicious network nodes and secure route establishment are highly important research challenges in routing protocol design for MANET connected IoT systems. Many trust models for MANET connected IoT devices have been proposed but which combinations of a trust model with a security enhanced routing protocol provide the best overall security is still an open research challenge.

Security weaknesses in the current RPL protocol standard [15] are highlighted in [42]. No protection is specified against selective forwarding attacks, sinkhole attacks, black and gray hole attacks, and version number manipulation attacks. There is no description on how IoT device authentication and secure network connections could be implemented. A secure version of the RPL protocol standard is a significant research challenge due to the current rapid growth of LLN network connected IoT systems worldwide.

VI. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The following recommendations for secure IoT routing protocol design have been proposed in [16]:

- Secure route establishment [40]
- Self-stabilization [41]
- Effective malicious node identification system
- Lightweight computations [41]
- Location privacy.

Identification/rejection of malicious network nodes and secure route establishment are highly important research challenges in routing protocol design for MANET connected IoT systems. Many trust models for MANET connected IoT devices have been proposed but which combinations of a trust model with a security enhanced routing protocol provide the best overall security is still an open research challenge.

Security weaknesses in the current RPL protocol standard [15] are highlighted in [42]. No protection is specified against selective forwarding attacks, sinkhole attacks, black and gray hole attacks, and version number manipulation attacks. There is no description on how IoT device authentication and secure network connections could be implemented. A secure version of the RPL protocol standard is a significant research challenge due to the current rapid growth of LLN network connected IoT systems worldwide.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Secure routing for MANET connected IoT systems is not only an IoT security issue, it is also an important Internet security issue because of the large and rapidly growing number of such systems. Many proposals have been made for both security enhanced MANET routing protocols and trust models for MANET connected IoT devices but research is needed to find optimal combinations of these approaches to secure routing. For MANET connected IoT devices LLN is a network topology for which a routing protocol standard, RPL, exists. However, a security enhanced RPL specification standard is a significant challenge, since the current RPL specification lacks protection against several security attacks. Gateway routers connecting IoT devices in MANETs must be trusted and reliable interfaces for secure MANET routing protocols and secure Internet routing protocols. Although many proposals for secure MANET routing exist, none of these provides protection against all current and possible future security attacks [22]. Looking forward, it is likely a synthesis of current and future proposals for secure MANET routing protocols will be needed to enable protection against existing security attacks, while emerging MANET-connected IoT systems present an entirely different set of challenges which will mandate new and innovative solutions.
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